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Abstract— Active learning (AL) on attributed graphs
has received increasing attention with the prevalence of
graph-structured data. Although AL has been widely studied
for alleviating label sparsity issues with the conventional nonre-
lational data, how to make it effective over attributed graphs
remains an open research question. Existing AL algorithms
on node classification attempt to reuse the classic AL query
strategies designed for nonrelational data. However, they suffer
from two major limitations. First, different AL query strategies
calculated in distinct scoring spaces are often naively combined
to determine which nodes to be labeled. Second, the AL query
engine and the learning of the classifier are treated as two
separating processes, resulting in unsatisfactory performance.
In this article, we propose a SEmisupervised Adversarial active
Learning (SEAL) framework on attributed graphs, which fully
leverages the representation power of deep neural networks
and devises a novel AL query strategy for node classification
in an adversarial way. Our framework learns two adversarial
components; a graph embedding network that encodes both
the unlabeled and labeled nodes into a common latent space,
expecting to trick the discriminator to regard all nodes as
already labeled, and a semisupervised discriminator network that
distinguishes the unlabeled from the existing labeled nodes. The
divergence score, generated by the discriminator in a unified
latent space, serves as the informativeness measure to actively
select the most informative node to be labeled by an oracle.
The two adversarial components form a closed loop to mutually
and simultaneously reinforce each other toward enhancing the
AL performance. Extensive experiments on real-world networks
validate the effectiveness of the SEAL framework with superior
performance improvements to state-of-the-art baselines on node
classification tasks.
Index Terms— Active learning (AL), adversarial learning,
attributed graphs, graph neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
RECENT years have witnessed an enormous growth ofcontent-rich network data, in forms of social networks,
citation networks, financial networks, and so on, generated
from various domains. To enable effective knowledge discov-
ery, graphs have become a powerful tool to represent network
data, where nodes denote instances (e.g., users or documents)
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that are often characterized by rich content features, and
edges denote relationships or interactions between nodes (e.g.,
friendship or citation relationships). Node classification is one
of the most important tasks in analyzing such content-rich
networks, which aims to predict the labels of unlabeled nodes
given a partially labeled network. Classic methods such as the
iterative classification algorithm (ICA) and recently proposed
network embedding-based methods and graph neural networks
[1] have been demonstrated to be effective in classifying many
real-world networks. These algorithms rely on a sufficient
number of labeled nodes provided to ensure desirable clas-
sification accuracy. Very often, however, acquiring a large
quantity of node labels requires expert efforts and is very
costly and time-consuming, which significantly limits the true
success of these algorithms [2], [3].
In response, active learning (AL) has been proposed to
alleviate the label sparsity issue in classifying sparsely labeled
networks. It aims at maximizing the learning ability of clas-
sification models with the least labeling costs. An AL frame-
work consists of two primary components: a query engine
that selects an instance from the unlabeled pool to query
its label and an oracle that provides a label to the queried
instance. Different AL algorithms have been proposed in the
last decade, which measure the informativeness of instances
with certain criteria and selectively label instances that most
potentially lead to performance improvements. For example,
Lewis and Catlett [4] chosen to label the instances for which
the classifier predicts with the least confidence, and Roy and
McCallum [5] proposed to label the instances that are most
likely to bring the model error reduction on the unlabeled pool.
These active instance selection strategies allow constructing
a more accurate model with fewer labels. However, when
AL meets graph-structured data, these classic AL strategies
that are effective for nonrelational data, such as query-by-
committee [6], [7] or uncertainty sampling [4], [8], fail to
achieve satisfactory results because of their inability to exploit
the topological structure of graphs. Accordingly, a series of
graph-aware AL strategies have been proposed [9]–[11]. These
methods directly minimize the expected generalization error or
variance of the classifiers and often incur high computational
costs. They are designed based on graph structure only and
thus lack the ability to exert the already labeled nodes and
rich node features that indeed provide leverage to node classi-
fication. By contrast, ICA-based algorithms [12]–[14] leverage
label dependence among neighboring nodes to choose the
most informative nodes that can best improve the classifier
built on the original node feature space and thus have limited
classification performance.
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Recently, graph neural networks (GNNs) [1], [15], [16] have
achieved remarkable success by exploiting the power of deep
learning in dealing with graph-structured data. Compared with
traditional methods such as ICA [17] or Deep Walk-based
embedding methods [18], GNN offers its notable advantages
through representation learning in terms of capturing graph
structure and aggregating neighboring information. Thus,
GNN and its variants have achieved state-of-the-art results on
both node and graph classification tasks. Yet, research on how
to leverage GNN to empower AL on graphs is largely unex-
plored. AGE [19] and ANRMAB [20] are two AL algorithms
that attempt to integrate graph convolutional networks (GCNs)
with three AL query strategies, namely graph centrality, infor-
mation density, and information entropy. While the former uses
a linear combination of these strategies, the latter utilizes a
multiarmed bandit (MAB) mechanism to dynamically adjust
the weights on the respective strategies according to the MAB
reward. However, the two algorithms share common weak-
nesses. First, they use a naive combination of three AL criteria
as the informativeness measure. The AL criteria combined still
operate separately on different scoring spaces, failing to cap-
ture interaction and interrelatedness between different factors.
Second, they use the output of a GCN in a postprocessing way
to determine the AL query strategy. This means that the AL
query engine and the learning of graph embedding still work
as two separating pieces; although the newly labeled node can
improve the learning of GCN, the capacity of the query engine
remains unchanged, leading to unsatisfactory performance
improvements.
In this article, we propose a novel SEmisupervised Adver-
sarial active Learning (SEAL) framework that seamlessly
integrates AL with deep neural networks to select the most
informative nodes to label on attributed graphs. The proposed
framework explicitly asserts the usefulness of unlabeled nodes
with regard to the existing labeled data. Inspired by adversarial
learning, we define an informativeness measure based on the
intuition that the unlabeled nodes differing the most with the
labeled ones carry the most auxiliary information on what the
classifier desires the most. Our SEAL framework comprises
two adversarial components, a graph embedding network and
a semisupervised discriminator network, which form a closed
loop to actively collaborate with each other. The graph embed-
ding network is trained to embed both the labeled and unla-
beled nodes into the same latent space that encodes both graph
structure and node features, expecting to fool the discriminator
to regard all nodes as already labeled. The discriminator learns
how to differentiate the unlabeled from the already labeled
nodes. Instead of using a binary discriminator, we design a
semisupervised discriminator with multiple outputs. The out-
puts, on the one hand receiving supervision from the existing
labels, serve as class predictions, and on the other hand,
produce a unified informativeness score in a common latent
space. This score measures the divergence between the unla-
beled and already labeled nodes. The unlabeled node with the
highest score is selected to query its label. At the same time,
the loss of the discriminator is backpropagated to the graph
embedding network. The two adversarial components mutually
reinforce each other in an iterative way to boost the AL
performance.
The main contribution of this article is threefold.
1) We propose a novel adversarial AL framework that
seamlessly incorporates AL into GNNs. Unlike previous
methods that simply combine AL strategies residing
at different scoring spaces, SEAL generates a unified
informativeness score in a common latent space to
enable instance selection, rendering the most desirable
performance gains.
2) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
an Semisupervised Adversarial Learning (SAL) structure
with multiple outputs for AL on attributed graphs. This
offers an advantage that the graph embedding network
and the discriminator can collaborate with each other to
mutually strengthen their performance.
3) We validate our SEAL framework through extensive
experiments and ablation studies on four real-world
networks, demonstrating its superior performance to
state-of-the-art baselines on node classification tasks.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related literature. The problem statement and
preliminaries are given in Section III. We present our proposed
framework in Section IV and report experimental results in
Section V. Finally, we conclude this article in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review related work from two main
branches of research studies, namely classic AL strategies and
AL on graphs.
A. Classic AL Strategies
AL is a machine learning framework that aims to reduce
the labeling cost when learning a prediction model by select-
ing the most informative instances to label. In the past
decade, a variety of AL algorithms have been proposed to
optimize the training performance given a fixed labeling
budget. These algorithms differ mostly in the query strat-
egy that they use to specify the informativeness criterion
when selecting the best instances to label. Depending on
what query strategies are used, classic AL strategies can
be grouped into six categories [27], [28]: uncertainty sam-
pling [4], [8], query-by-committee (QBC) [6], [7], expected
model change (EMC) [21], expected error reduction (EER) [5],
[22], expected variance reduction (EVR) [23], [24], and
density-weighted methods (DWMs) [25], [26]. The core ideas
and detailed comparisons of these algorithms are summarized
in Table I. In general, these classic AL strategies can be
instrumented with different classification algorithms. Among
others, expected error/variance reduction strategies tend to
render better empirical results because they iterate over the
entire unlabeled pool to directly optimize model performance.
However, they suffer from high computational overhead.
These methods have been shown to achieve good perfor-
mance on nonrelational data. However, they are not sufficiently
effective for graph-structured data, where data dependence
needs to be incorporated into the AL process.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CLASSIC AL STRATEGIES
B. Active Learning on Graphs
In recent years, AL on graphs has attracted significant
attention to alleviate the label sparsity issues on graphs.
Early research has focused on using graph-based metrics (e.g.,
centrality and impact) to calculate the AL query scores when
selecting the nodes to label [29]. Other attempts have been
made to directly optimize an objective function over graphs,
where graph structure is utilized to train a classifier, such
as graph cut-based method [30], [31], Gaussian field and
harmonic function (GFHF) [9], learning with local and global
consistency (LLGC) [10], and label propagation (LP) [32].
These methods aim to minimize the expected generalization
error or variance of the classifier built using a graph struc-
ture. However, they often suffer from high computational
complexity and are difficult to scale up. To improve effi-
ciency, Zhao et al. [33] proposed to narrow the search space
by sampling structurally important nodes in advance, and
Zhu et al. [34] used uncertainty and graph centrality to prune
the candidate set. However, these methods have assessed the
informativeness of unlabeled nodes using only graph structure,
while rich node features have not been fully explored to best
inform the design of AL query strategies.
Another line of research formulates AL query strategies
by integrating node features with graph topological struc-
ture [12]–[14], [35], [36]. Most methods design an ICA classi-
fier by combining graph structure with node-specific features
and then use various AL query strategies for instance selection.
For example, ALFNET [12] adopts clustering techniques to
form an initial labeled set. At each iteration, ALFNET aggre-
gates neighboring labels with original node features to train
three classifiers and computes a local disagreement score for
each node. The scores are then aggregated for each cluster and
the clusters with the highest scores are chosen, from which a
set of nodes are selected to label. These methods, however,
have focused on improving the classifiers built in the original
feature space, thus leading to suboptimal prediction accuracy
compared with counterparts built in latent feature spaces by
deep learning models.
Only recently, researchers have proposed to exploit deep
learning to empower AL on graphs. In virtue of great rep-
resentation power of GNN, AGE [19] and ANRMAB [20]
propose to incorporate a GCN into traditional AL strategies,
which achieves a significant improvement compared with the
previous methods. Both methods combine three traditional
query strategies: graph centrality, information density, and
uncertainty sampling. AGE uses a naive linear combination
of the three strategies, whereas ANRMAB further adopts an
MAB mechanism to adjust the weights of different strategies.
However, the combined AL query engine and the learning of
graph embedding still work as two separate and independent
processes, resulting in limited AL performance gains. To fill
the gap, our work is proposed to fully integrate the learning
of graph embedding with a novel AL query strategy via a
semisupervised discriminator. The learning of graph embed-
ding and discriminator function is two adversarial components,
which collaborate with each other to mutually strengthen their
performance toward better AL performance.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND PRELIMINARIES
This section gives a formal problem definition and reviews
the preliminaries of GCN and adversarial learning.
A. Problem Statement
Given an undirected attributed graph G = {V, E,X } with
its adjacent matrix A ∈ RN×N , where V denotes the node set,
E ⊆ V × V denotes the edge set, X = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]T ∈
RN×M denotes the node feature matrix, and xi ∈ RM is
the M-dimensional feature vector of node vi ∈ V . Let
L = {(xi, yi )}|L|i=1 denote a set of labeled nodes, where yi ={yi1, . . . , yi j , . . . , yi K } is the one-hot encoding of node vi ’s
class label, with yi j ∈ {0, 1} and K being the number of
classes. The rest of the nodes belong to the unlabeled set U .
This work focuses on pool-based AL for node classification.
Given a pool of unlabeled nodes, it works sequentially to select
one unlabeled node to label at a time while retraining the
classifier at each iteration.
Given a fixed labeling budget B and an initial labeled set L,
the AL problem aims to design a good query strategy Q(xi ;)
parameterized with  that specifies which unlabeled node
should be selected to label at each iteration. Q(xi;) can
also be considered as a utility function that assigns a score
to each unlabeled node indicating its informativeness to the
current classifier. The unlabeled node that maximizes Q(xi ;)
is selected to label so that the retrained classifier can achieve
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the maximum accuracy [37]. Formally, this can be expressed
as follows:
x∗ = argmax
xi∈U
Q(xi;) (1)
where x∗ represents the most informative node that is selected
to query its label at each iteration and  represents the
parameters of the learned query strategy.
B. Preliminaries on GCN
The SEAL framework leverages GNN’s representation
power to empower AL on graphs. It is generic in nature and
can be directly applied to any other graph embedding algo-
rithms. In this work, we adopt GCN [1], as an example graph
embedding algorithm, for semisupervised node classification
in our AL framework.
GCN directly encodes the graph structure using a multilayer
neural network model. A two-layer GCN propagation rule of
GCN is defined as
Z = f (A,X ) = softmax( ˆAσ( ˆAXW (0))W (1))
with ˆA = D˜− 12 A˜D˜− 12 (2)
where A˜ = A + IN is the adjacent matrix with added self-
connections. IN is the identity matrix and D˜ii =∑ j A˜i j . W (l)
is the layer-specific trainable weight matrix in the lth layer.
σ(·) is the activation function. Finally, the supervised loss
function is defined as the cross-entropy error over all labeled
nodes as
JGCN = −
|L|∑
l=1
K∑
k=1
ylk logzlk (3)
where zl = {zl1, zl2, . . . , zlK } ∈ Z is the class predictions of
node vl .
C. Adversarial Learning
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [38] have emerged
as a powerful framework for learning deep representations
of arbitrarily complex data distributions via an adversarial
process. A regular GAN sets up an adversarial platform for a
generator gθ (·) and a discriminator dφ(·), where gθ (·) intends
to produce samples as close to the real data as possible,
whereas dφ(·) tries to tell apart samples either from the real
data (x ∼ Pdata(x)) or from the generator (s ∼ Pg(s)) as
accurately as possible. This adversarial process is formulated
as a min–max game with the following loss function:
min
θ
max
φ
Ex∼Pdata(x)logdφ(x)+Es ∼Pg(s)log(1−dφ(gθ (s))). (4)
The conventional GAN framework finally converges at the
state where gθ (·) recovers the training data perfectly and
dφ(·) predicts 0.5 everywhere. Recently, this adversarial idea
is adopted to solve AL problems on sequence and image
classification. Deng et al. [39] designed a sequence-based AL
algorithm that utilizes a binary adversarial network to shrink
the search space of candidate samples, while an uncertainty
strategy has to be applied to determine which sample should
be chosen. Sinha et al. [40] used a similar adversarial active
learning method to discriminate labeled and unlabeled images.
However, both methods use a fully supervised binary discrim-
inator and ignore the original class probability distribution.
Our work was developed independently of these works, which
yet focuses on graph-structured data where graph topological
structure needs to be properly exploited. Our adversarial
discriminator works in a semisupervised manner, which allows
to distinguish labeled from unlabeled nodes and to model the
class probability distribution.
IV. SEAL FRAMEWORK
This section presents the overview of the SEAL framework,
followed by a detailed description of the main components.
A. Framework Overview
Our AL objective is to select the most informative nodes
to be labeled so as to robustly improve the node classifi-
cation performance with the minimal labeling cost. To this
end, we incorporate the adversarial learning method into AL
through integrating one graph embedding network G(·) with
a semisupervised discriminator network D(·). G(·) embeds
both the labeled and unlabeled nodes into a common latent
space with the uniform distribution to maximally confuse the
discriminator, whereas D(·) intends to distinguish the unla-
beled from labeled data as much as possible. The discriminator
D(·) is iteratively reinforced through this competitive process,
which provides a unified quantitative criterion to measure the
divergence of the unlabeled nodes with respect to the existing
labeled nodes. This criterion ideally enables the selection of
the most informative unlabeled node to be labeled by an oracle.
Our SEAL framework comprises three main components,
namely, a graph embedding network G(·), a pool tuning (PT),
and a discriminator network D(·). As shown in Fig. 1, its
workflow operates as follows.
1) Taking graph G as input, the graph embedding network
G(·) encodes both the labeled and unlabeled nodes into
low-dimensional, latent node representations, HL and
HU , respectively, with the aim to characterize their class
attributes and fool the discriminator D(·) simultaneously.
2) The latent node representations and their prediction
probabilities are then passed to PT. PT picks a portion of
nodes with high prediction certainty from the unlabeled
pool U and moves them to the labeled pool L. The
two tuned pools are named pseudo labeled (p-labeled)
pool L+ and pseudo unlabeled (p-unlabeled) pool U−,
respectively. Correspondingly, their latent representa-
tions are denoted as HL+ and HU− .
3) The discriminator network D(·) takes HL+ and HU− as
input and maps them into a latent space to generate
multiple outputs. These outputs not only produce the
probabilities of nodes belonging to K classes but also
generate a scoring function to quantify the informative-
ness of unlabeled nodes with respect to the existing
labeled data. The unlabeled node with the highest score
from the p-unlabeled pool U− is selected to be labeled.
After that, the original labeled pool L and unlabeled
pool U are updated and reinput to G(·).
Using this adversarial learning approach, the graph embed-
ding network and the discriminator network form a closed loop
to collaborate and reinforce each other.
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Fig. 1. SEAL framework is composed of three main components: a graph embedding network, a pool tuning (PT), and a semisupervised discriminator
network. The graph embedding network encodes both labeled and unlabeled nodes into low-dimensional, latent node representations HL and HU , respectively,
and tricks the discriminator to regard all nodes with latent representations as already labeled. PT tunes the labeled and unlabeled pool L and U to generate
p-labeled pool L+ and p-unlabeled pool U− , according to the uncertainty of prediction. The semisupervised discriminator learns to distinguish the unlabeled
from labeled nodes and generates an informative score in a common latent space, which enables the selection of the most informative node from p-unlabeled
pool U− to be labeled by an oracle.
B. Graph Embedding Network
Our graph embedding network G(·) encodes all nodes
into a low-dimensional, latent embedding space with better
representation and discrimination power for learning an AL
classifier. For this purpose, we use a specifically modified
GCN as the classifier and the representation learner in the
SEAL framework. On the one hand, G(·) takes the same
responsibility as GCN to learn the latent feature representa-
tions of both labeled and unlabeled nodes by using both graph
structure and node attributes. The latent node representations
are used to learn a classifier for prediction in a latent space.
Thus, the cross-entropy loss as (3) is incorporated into our
loss function for predicting the labels of graph nodes.
On the other hand, G(·) is expected to provide guidance
for the downstream discriminator to improve its capability of
measuring the divergence of unlabeled nodes with respect to
the existing labeled nodes. Inspired by the adversarial idea
of GAN, the loss derived from distinguishing the labeled and
unlabeled nodes by the discriminator D(·) is backpropagated
to G(·) to subsequently reinforce the generalization and dis-
crimination capability of the discriminator. In this way, G(·)
intends to fool the discriminator D(·) to believe that all nodes
are from the labeled pool, while the discriminator tries to learn
how to differentiate the unlabeled from the existing labeled
nodes. Concretely, instead of having the discriminator D(·)
output a score “1” for both labeled and unlabeled nodes as the
cross-entropy loss does, we employ feature matching method
to rectify their feature distributions, which was empirically
proved to be more effective in situations where traditional
cross-entropy-based supervised methods are volatile [41]. This
method is aimed at minimizing the mean discrepancy of
feature distributions between p-labeled and p-unlabeled data
obtained from the intermediate layer of the discriminator so
that the p-unlabeled data can match the statistics of p-labeled
data. We assume that G(m) and D(n) represent the hidden
representation of the m-layer of graph embedding network and
n-layer of the discriminator, respectively.
Finally, the loss function of our graph embedding network
is formulated as
JG = ‖Ex∼L+ D(n)(G(m)(x)) − Ex∼U− D(n)(G(m)(x))‖2
+ JGCN (5)
where the first term measures the mean feature discrepancies
of nodes in the p-labeled pool L+ and the p-unlabeled pool
U−, backpropagated from the discriminator, and the second
term is the cross-entropy loss that is calculated using the
existing labeled data as (3).
By minimizing this loss function, G(·) tries to not only
minimize the classification loss of predicting the labels
of nodes but also to force the distribution x ∼ PU− to
approximate the distribution of x ∼ PL+ . As the training
proceeds, by descending mean feature discrepancies sent from
the discriminator, G(·) is able to push the two distributions
closer. The indistinguishable distributions, reversely, drive
D(·) to improve its classification ability by descending its
labeled-unlabeled classification errors. Thus, G(·) and D(·)
form a GAN-like framework, where G(·) embeds both the
labeled and unlabeled nodes into a common latent space with
the uniform distribution to fool the discriminator, whereas
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D(·) intends to distinguish the unlabeled nodes from the
labeled pool as accurately as possible. By appropriately
parameterizing and optimizing G(·) and D(·), the adversarial
process can iteratively strengthen the discriminator with high
generalization and discrimination capability.
C. Pool Tuning
Our objective is to select unlabeled nodes that can pro-
vide auxiliary information that has not been captured by the
classifier from the labeled data yet. After several epoches of
training, it can be assumed that the information of labeled data
has been sufficiently acquired by GCN. As for the unlabeled
data, many unlabeled nodes, especially those for which the
current classifier can predict with high certainty, carry similar
information that the current classifier has already captured, due
to local dependences between the neighboring nodes. Thus,
we tune the distribution of the labeled and unlabeled data
according to the uncertainty predicted by the current classifier.
According to the GCN’s estimated probability distribution,
we reannotate a portion of unlabeled nodes with high predict-
ing confidence as the pseudo labeled data and exclude them
from the unlabeled pool. The tuned labeled pool and unlabeled
pool are denoted as L+ and U−, respectively. We use a thresh-
old δ, whose value will be empirically determined, to decide
which unlabeled nodes should be moved to the labeled pool.
Specifically, for any node whose predicting probability on any
class exceeds the threshold δ, it would be reannotated and put
into the labeled pool L+ using the following equations:
L+ = L ∪ {xi ∈ U |P(yˆ|xi) > δ} (6)
U− = {xi ∈ U |P(yˆ|xi) <= δ} (7)
where yˆ denotes the most probable class that xi belongs to.
L+ and U− are then fed to our discriminator that decides the
most informative node to be selected from U−.
D. Semisupervised Adversarial Learning
Following PT, we design a discriminator network D(·)
that approximates a divergence measure to gauge the discrep-
ancy between the p-unlabeled and p-labeled data distribution.
In other words, the discriminator tries to tell apart p-unlabeled
nodes from p-labeled nodes by minimizing an appropriate loss
function.
Instead of using a simple cross-entropy-based binary dis-
criminator, we design a semisupervised discriminator D(·) that
outputs K +1 probabilities, where K probabilities correspond
to probabilities of the node belonging to the K specific classes,
and one probability corresponds to the probability of the node
being from the unlabeled pool [41]. It has the advantage
of being able to distinguish the p-unlabeled from p-labeled
nodes but also being capable to predict the probabilities
of nodes belonging to specific classes. Generally speaking,
the appropriately trained discriminator could lie its decision
boundary between data manifolds of different classes, which
would in turn improves the generalization performance of the
discriminator [42]. Thus, in our AL problem, this objective
naturally achieves a good tradeoff between the exploitation
that finds the most informative nodes to improve the prediction
task and the exploration in the latent feature space.
For a K -class problem, we assume that D(·) takes
G(m)(x) as input and outputs (K + 1)-dimensional logits
l1(x), l2(x), . . . , lK+1(x). These logits, by applying a softmax
function, are then turned into class probabilities P(y = j | x)
( j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , K + 1), of which P(y = K + 1 | x) represents
the probability of x being unlabeled. Thus, the loss function
of this discriminator can be formulated as follows:
JD = α · Jsup + Junsup (8)
Jsup = −Ex∼L logP(y | x, y < K + 1) (9)
Junsup = −{Ex∼L+ log(D(G(m)(x)))
+Ex∼U− log(1 − D(G(m)(x)))} (10)
D(G(m)(x)) = 1 − P(y = K + 1 | x) (11)
where Jsup and Junsup denote the supervised loss and unsuper-
vised loss, respectively. The two components are balanced by
a hyperparameter α. Jsup is calculated with only the original
labeled data L using cross entropy, whereas Junsup is calculated
using both p-labeled nodes L+ and p-unlabeled nodes U−
via the adversarial training method. D(G(m)(x)) represents the
likelihood of node x being p-labeled. The optimal solution
to minimizing Jsup and Junsup is to have el j (x) = c(x)p(y =
j, x),∀ j < K + 1 and elK+1(x) = c(x)p(y = K + 1, x) for
some undetermined scaling function c(x). In other words, this
means that a perfect solution to minimizing Junsup is also
perfect to minimizing Jsup. Thus, the consistence of Jsup and
Junsup could guarantee that the optimization of Junsup also helps
improve the supervised performance [43]. As such, we expect
to better estimate the optimal solution by minimizing the two
loss functions jointly.
Furthermore, because (K + 1)-output classification tends to
have the overparameterized problem, we adopt the following
strategy. Given that subtracting a term f (x) would not change
the softmax distribution, we fix the last output logit lK+1(x)
as zero by operating the following equation:
ˆl j (x) = l j (x) − f (x) ∀ j ≤ K + 1. (12)
Therefore, Jsup is recast into a standard supervised loss func-
tion with K classes. The probability of nodes being labeled is
thus given by
D(x) =
∑K
k=1 e
ˆlk (x)
∑K
k=1 e
ˆlk (x) + 1 . (13)
E. Active Scoring
For AL, we define an informativeness measure based on
the divergence between the p-labeled nodes and p-unlabeled
nodes. Intuitively, the more divergent an unlabeled node is
from the existing labeled data, the more likely it would con-
tribute useful information to the current classifier. As described
in Section IV-D, the output of the discriminator can provide
a divergence measure. Thus, we devise an active scoring
function as
div(xU− , L+) = 1 − D(xU− ). (14)
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Intuitively, the higher the score is, the more informative the
p-unlabeled node is with respect to the existing labeled data.
Consequently, we select node x∗ from the p-unlabeled pool
U− such that div (x∗, L+) is maximized and query its label.
Algorithm 1: SEAL Model Training
Input: Graph G(V, E,X ), node sets L,U , labeling
budget B , pre-training epoches n p, training
epoches nG and nD for G(·) and D(·)
Output: a set of selected nodes Lt
1 Initialize the parameter of G(·) and D(·) network;
2 while not converged do
3 for tG = 0; tG < nG ; tG = tG + 1 do
4 Update G(·) by descending gradients of Eq.(5);
5 Tune and generate the candidate pools L+t and U−t
based on Eq.(6) and Eq.(7);
6 for tD = 0; tD < nD; tD = tD + 1 do
7 Update D(·) by descending gradients of Eq.(8);
8 if t > n p and |Lt | − |L| < B then
9 Calculate scores for nodes in U−t using Eq.(14);
10 Select node x∗ ← argmax div(xU−t , L+t );
11 Update pools: Lt ← Lt ∪ x∗, Ut ← Ut \ x∗;
12 return a set of selected nodes Lt ;
F. Model Training and Complexity Analysis
The model training of SEAL is given in Algorithm 1.
In the main training loop, we iteratively train the graph
embedding network G(·) and the discriminator D(·) (lines
3–7) and then proceed with the instance selection process
(lines 8–11). The major computational cost of Algorithm 1
lies in training G(·) and D(·). The computational complexity
of a two-layer GCN is linear with the number of edges |E |,
i.e., O(|E |H K M), where M denotes the dimension of node
features, H denotes the number of hidden layer units, and K
denotes the number of classes. The computational complexity
of the three-layer discriminator is linear with the number
of nodes, i.e., O(N K H1 H2|M ′|), where |M ′| denotes the
dimension of the input node representations, and H1 and H2
denote the number of the two hidden layer units, respectively.
Therefore, in the training process, the overall computational
complexity of SEAL is O(|E |H K M + N K H1 H2|M ′|), which
is linear with the number of edges |E | and the number of
nodes N .
G. Discussion: Differences From GAN
Our SEAL framework is designed as a GAN-like archi-
tecture. However, its training objective is essentially different
from a regular GAN. As mentioned in Section III-C, a regular
GAN generally aims to obtain a perfect generator, and it finally
converges at the state where the generator exactly recovers
the training data distribution while predicting probability of
the discriminator equals to 0.5 everywhere. In contrast, our
objective is to obtain a strong discriminator that can measure
TABLE II
STATISTICS OF DATA SETS
the divergence between the labeled and unlabeled data distrib-
ution with high confidence to enable active instance selection.
If the G(·) achieves the exact match between the distribution
of x ∼ PU− and x ∼ PL+ , for any optimal solution S to the
supervised loss Jsup, there exists an optimal solution S∗ to
the semisupervised (K + 1)-class objective JD such that S
and S∗ share the same generalization error. Therefore, under
the semisupervised setting in SEAL, a perfect G(·) that can
exactly match the two distributions of x ∼ PL+ and x ∼ PU−
would not be able to improve the generalization capability of
the discriminator over the supervised setting. Consequently,
a weaker G(·) would be necessary to guarantee a stronger
discriminator. Thus, it is required to appropriately optimize (5)
and (8) using an alternating optimization switching between
the updates to G(·) and D(·). While this optimization is not
guaranteed to converge, empirically, it provides us a strong
discriminator if G(·) and D(·) are well balanced. This is
consistent with the existing findings in [44].
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
To validate the effectiveness of our SEAL framework,
a series of experiments is conducted on node classification
tasks under a transductive, pool-based AL setting: Given the
initial labeled nodes and a certain labeling budget, unlabeled
nodes are iteratively selected to label and train a classifier,
whose performance is tested from different perspectives.
A. Data Sets
Four benchmark citation networks, including Citeseer,1
Cora1, Pubmed1 [45], and DBLP,2 [46] are used in our exper-
iments. In these networks, each node represents a document
with a certain label and each edge represents the citation
links between two documents. We treat these networks as
undirected and unweighted graphs, and each node is charac-
terized by a sparse bag-of-words feature vector according to
word occurrence. DBLP is a subgraph of the DBLP bibli-
ographic network, including publications from four research
areas. Cora, Citeseer, and DBLP are used to evaluate the
classification-related performance, and Pubmed is used to test
the computational complexity. Details of the four data sets are
summarized in Table II.
At the beginning of the training process, only |L init| labels
are accessible, and as AL algorithms proceed, one unlabeled
node is selected to label at each iteration. A maximum number
of |Lmax| labels can be queried. In our implementation, for
each data set, we start with four labeled nodes per class
1https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data
2https://aminer.org/citation
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|L init| = 4 × K , as the initial state, and the labeling budget
B = 20× K −|L init|, where K denotes the number of classes.
B. Experimental Setup
Our experiments closely follow the settings as in [1]
and [19]. For each data set, we randomly choose 1000 nodes
for testing, 500 nodes for validation. To quantify the perfor-
mance difference induced only by different AL query strate-
gies, instead of randomly sampling 500 nodes as the validation
set for each run of experiments, we generate ten different
validation sets by randomly sampling from the nontesting
unlabeled pool and repeat experiments for ten times on each
validation set. This setting is designed to ensure that the
same unlabeled pool is used when running different AL query
strategies. Finally, the reported results are averaged over 10
(validation sets) ×10 (initial labeled sets).
We utilize a two-layer GCN network, and its hidden layer
has 16 units. ReLU and L2 regularization (5 × 10−4) are
applied for the first layer only. It is optimized using Adam,
where the learning rate is 0.005 for the instance selection
period and 0.01 for the subsequent node prediction period, and
the dropout rate is 0.5. The discriminator is a three-layer fully
connected neural network with (128, 128, K ) units, respec-
tively, and each layer is followed by Leaky ReLU activation.
It is also optimized using Adam, where the learning rate is
0.01 and the dropout rate is 0.5. Before the AL query process
starts, the whole network is pretrained for 300 epoches, i.e.,
n p = 300 in Algorithm 1, to ensure that G(·) has adequate
representation learning capacity and D(·) has adequate dis-
crimination ability.
C. Baselines
We compare our SEAL framework against four state-of-the-
art AL methods, with details as follows.
1) AGE [19] and ANRMAB [20]: They are two state-of-
the-art methods that combine GCN with classic AL
strategies, via a linear combination of three AL query
strategies (graph centrality, information density, and
uncertainty sampling). ANRMAB improves AGE by
dynamically adjusting the weights of different strategies
based on the MAB reward. They differ from SEAL in
terms of different AL query strategies designed, which
are used to validate the efficacy of SEAL’s unified AL
query strategy.
2) ALFNET [12]: It is a traditional AL strategy that uses
ICA and QBC ensemble to make instance selection.
This method is used to evaluate the advantages of
GNN-based AL methods over traditional graph-based
AL methods. In our settings, we adapt it as a transductive
semisupervised version and allow it to select only one
node at each iteration for fair comparison.
3) GCN-Random [1]: It uses GCN as the classifier but
randomly chooses one unlabeled node to query its label.
To assess the importance of different aspects of SEAL,
we also compare with four variants of SEAL via ablation
studies.
1) SEAL-ad: It is a variant of SEAL with adversarial
learning obliterated. Specifically, it changes G(·)’s loss
function in (5) as JG = JGCN. D(·) is still used to
discriminate unlabeled from labeled nodes with loss
function JD as (8), but loss of D(·) is not backpropa-
gated to G(·). It is designed to validate the effectiveness
of the adversarial learning mechanism.
2) SEAL-fm: This method is a variant of SEAL to test
the effectiveness of feature matching loss for generator
G(·). Instead of minimizing feature matching loss as (5),
it maximizes the log-likelihood of both labeled and
unlabeled nodes to confuse D(·), which is given by
JG = −Ex∼L⋃U D(G(m)(x)) + JGCN. (15)
3) SEAL-sal: This method is another variant of SEAL that
uses a cross-entropy based binary p-labeled/p-unlabeled
discriminator. It is equivalent to setting α as 0 in (8),
while other parameters remain the same as with SEAL.
4) SEAL-pt: This method differs from SEAL in which it
removes the operation of PT, and the generated nodes
representations are directly sent to D(·). This is equiv-
alent to setting δ to 1 in (6) and (7). Other parameters
remain the same with SEAL.
For classification, ALFNET uses the ICA with logistic
regression as the base classifier. All other algorithms use GCN
as the classifier for fair comparison.
D. Overall Performance Comparison
We use Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 scores as the evaluation cri-
teria to validate the node classification performance. Table III
compares the performance of different algorithms on Citeseer,
Cora, and DBLP. For SEAL, we set parameters α and δ to 0.6
for this experiment. Overall, as can be seen, SEAL exhibits
evident advantages over other baselines by designing a new
AL query strategy on a unified scoring space. In terms of
Micro-F1 score, SEAL improves upon ANRMAB by a margin
of 1.3%, 1.2%, and 2.4%, respectively, on the three data
sets. Similar results can also be seen on the Macro-F1 score
results. This is in accordance with our expectation that the
discriminator allows us to further exploit the GNN-generated
representations in a new latent space, where dependences
among these latent representations can be better captured to
support instance selection. Furthermore, our mechanism could
select nodes with the least redundant information. The two
reasons lead to superior classification performance to weighted
combination methods, such as AGE and ANRMAB. It is also
worth noting that ALFNET performs consistently worse than
any other GNN-based method, including GCN-Random. This
proves the advantageous representation power of GNN over
traditional ICA-based methods.
E. Ablation Study
We also conduct an ablation study to assess the importance
of different components of SEAL. Our analysis is reported in
the bottom section of Table III.
Overall, SEAL has stable performance gains over its
degraded counterparts, due to the contributions of different
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TABLE III
MICRO-F1 AND MACRO-F1 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH Lmax LABELED NODES FOR TRAINING
Fig. 2. Performance comparison with respect to different labeling budgets on Citeseer. (a) Micro-F1. (b) Macro-F1.
Fig. 3. Performance comparison with respect to different labeling budgets on Cora. (a) Micro-F1. (b) Macro-F1.
components. The adversarial leaning mechanism (SEAL-ad)
allows G(·) and D(·) to reinforce each other and thus boost the
classification ability of D(·). This enables us to select the most
informative samples for improving the overall performance.
Feature matching (SEAL-fm), as a method for alleviating over-
fitting and mode collapse problems in GAN [41], effectively
stabilizes the training of SEAL. PT (SEAL-pt), redistributing
labeled and unlabeled nodes, enables D(·) to better distinguish
unlabeled nodes and to reduce the search space of unlabeled
candidates. Semisupervised adversarial learning mechanism
(SEAL-sal) allows D(·) to measure the divergence between
the labeled and unlabeled nodes. Effectiveness of PT and
semisupervised adversarial learning mechanism will be further
analyzed carefully in Section V-G and V-H.
F. Performance Comparison of Different Labeling Budgets
Figs. 2–4 compare the classification performance of differ-
ent methods with respect to different labeling budgets on Cite-
seer, Cora, and DBLP. Although all methods have an overall
upward trend as the number of labeled nodes increases, SEAL
offers the steepest improvement slopes with remarkable gains
over other baselines. Taking Fig. 2(a) as an example, SEAL
reaches 72.0% of classification accuracy with only 66 labeled
nodes, whereas ANRMAB reaches the similar accuracy until
obtaining 120 labeled nodes. This indicates that SEAL
achieves similar classification accuracy with much fewer nodes
labeled, which again proves the effectiveness of our AL
strategy.
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison with respect to different labeling budgets on DBLP. (a) Micro-F1. (b) Macro-F1.
Fig. 5. Comparison of Micro-F1 with respect to varying δ values on (a) Citeseer, (b) Cora, and (c) DBLP.
G. Effectiveness Study on PT
Fig. 5 shows the performance changes with varying thresh-
olds δ for PT , where a similar trend can be observed on
Citeseer, Cora, and DBLP. As can be seen, SEAL achieves
the best performance when δ is equal to 0.6 and degrades with
varying speeds as δ further increases. The standard variances
are plotted as a vertical line at each point, which are calculated
over 100 repeating tests on each threshold. The longer the
vertical line, the larger the standard variance. PT picks a bunch
of unlabeled nodes carrying similar information with already
labeled nodes as pseudolabeled nodes. The redistributed node
sets make it easier for D(·) to find the most distinct unla-
beled nodes. Moreover, it helps avoid the potential overfitting
caused by extremely imbalanced labeled/unlabeled samples,
thus leading to more stable performance.
H. Effectiveness Study on the SAL
Fig. 6 shows the sensitivity of SEAL with respect to α
that balances the tradeoff between Jsup and Junsup in (8).
Taking DBLP in Fig. 6(c) as an example, when α is zero, JD
degrades as an unsupervised loss function (i.e., JD = Junsup),
where only 76.2% of predictions are correctly made. Then, the
performance fluctuates with the increase of α, during which it
reaches the peak at the point around α = 0.6. An appropriate
α allows D(·) to be aware of differentiation between different
classes when measuring the similarity between the p-unlabeled
and p-labeled nodes. This awareness alleviates the risk of
selecting abnormal nodes as it often occurs in uncertainty
sampling methods, thereby resulting in better classification
accuracy.
I. Training Time Comparison and Convergence Rate
We also conduct experiments to compare the training time
(in seconds) of three GCN-based AL methods, SEAL, AGE,
and ANRMAB. All methods are implemented in tensor-
flow on a Linux system with Intel Xeon CPU E5-2690 at
3.4 GHz*8 and 32-GB memory. We compare their train-
ing time on Pubmed, where the number of nodes increases
from 1000 to 19 000 with an increment of 2000. We record
the total training time for selecting 48 unlabeled nodes for
labeling, and the results are shown in Fig. 7(a). As we can see,
ANRMAB and AGE take almost the same amount of training
time, which is less than SEAL at the beginning, when the
network size is small. However, as network size increases, the
training time of ANRMAB/AGE rapidly grows at a nonlinear
rate, which is several times more than that of SEAL. This
is because the frequent sorting operation in ANRMAB/AGE
incurs a computational overhead of O(N2), whereas SEAL
maintains a linear growth rate with respect to a number of
nodes N . This indicates that SEAL’s computational overhead
for instance selection is acceptable and it is reasonably effi-
cient on large graphs.
Fig. 7(b) shows the changes in training loss JG on Pubmed
as the training proceeds. In the beginning, as new unlabeled
nodes start to be added into the labeled set, the training
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Micro-F1 scores with respect to varying α values on (a) Citeseer, (b) Cora, and (c) DBLP.
Fig. 7. Training time and convergence analysis on Pubmed. (a) Comparison of training time. (b) Convergence of training loss.
loss exhibits some fluctuations. This is probably due to that
conspicuously distinct information carried by the newly added
nodes disturbs parameter updates of the classifier trained by
the existing labeled data. As more nodes are labeled, the
training loss quickly decreases and stabilizes at a lower level.
The overall trend of loss JG exhibits good convergence.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we addressed an AL problem on attributed
graphs, which requires to take both graph structure and
node attributes into account. We argued that the existing AL
frameworks are ineffective in: 1) they use a naive weighted
combination of different AL strategies to select the nodes
to label and 2) they treat the learning of graph embedding
and the AL query engine as two separate and independent
processes, leading to limited AL performance gains. To fill
the research gap, we proposed a novel semisupervised AL
framework called SEAL, which fully exploits the representa-
tion power of GNNs and devises a novel AL query strategy for
graphs. SEAL comprises two adversarial components; a graph
embedding network is trained to embed both the labeled and
unlabeled nodes into a common latent space and to trick the
discriminator to believe that all nodes are from the labeled
pool, while a discriminator network learns how to tell them
apart using a semisupervised structure with multiple outputs.
The divergence score, produced by the discriminator, serves
as the informativeness measure to select the most useful node
to be labeled by the oracle. The two adversarial components
form a closed loop to mutually and simultaneously reinforce
each other toward enhancing the AL performance. Extensive
experiments and ablation studies proved that the SEAL renders
remarkable performance gains compared with state-of-the-art
AL methods on node classification tasks. In this work, we use
a modified GCN as the classifier and the representation learner
for node classification. For future work, we would like to
adapt and test our proposed AL framework on other network
architectures and graph-related tasks.
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